
 

 

 
 

Inside this issue 

Feature articles  

Krystian’s Corner 

Celebrating Disability 
Awareness and success 
stories and inclusion for 
all ! Written by people 
with Diverse Abilities.  

We always look for writers 
and people to interview.  

 

 

 
This month we are celebrating Valentine’s Day and kindness and 
compassion. We also celebrate Pink Shirt Day to raise awareness about anti-
bullying.  
 
Some other great articles you can find in this month’s edition include an article 
about a young singer and her journey to making fun music videos. We have an 
interview about grief and grief support, which we recommend people check out 
(they offer photography and other great courses to tap into your grief).  It is 
Congenital Heart Defect awareness week from February 7th to the 14th and we 
have featured an article about a local Canadian who is affected by the condition.  
As always, we have a recipe to try. It is Valentine’s day-themed. You can also 
find entertaining quotes and jokes.  
 
What’s new this month?  There is the first opinion interview in a series that asks 
our readers what they think about how actors get hired to play disabled roles in 
TV and movies.   Plus, we have a new birthday section in our newsletter! Each 
Month we will highlight various famous people with diverse abilities celebrat-
ing a Birthday. We also want to recognize friends and family birthdays for the 
month (actual dates of their birthdays will not be included). Feel free to submit 
your birthday shout out to thekamloopsselfadvocate@yahoo.com Please send it 
by the 15th of the month prior.  
Be sure to check out these and all of the other great articles in this month’s 
newsletter! 

June 2019 
Volume 1, Issue 1 

Do you have a story idea or an event you think would be interesting for our readers?   

Please subscribe to the Kamloops Self Advocate Newsletter to receive a newsletter each month with 
 interesting and inspiring content  Contact us at:  

thekamloopsselfadvocate@yahoo.com 

113-540 Seymour St., Kamloops, BC V2C 2G9 

Office phone: 250-828-1344 

 

mailto:thekamloopsselfadvocate@yahoo.com
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Awareness Days and Holidays 
Feb. 2nd Ground Hog Day 
Feb. 4th World Cancer Day 
Feb. 12th Chinese New Year 
Feb. 14th Valentine’s Day 
Feb. 15th Family Day  
Feb. 15th International Childhood Cancer 
Day 
Feb. 24th Pink Shirt Day (Anti-bullying)  

 

 

Mini Conversation-Heart Cookies 

 
Taken from: 
https://www.bettycrocker.com/recipes/mini-conversation-heart-cookies/ 
 
Ingredients 
1pouch Betty Crocker™ sugar cookie mix 
1/2 cup butter, softened 
3 tablespoons all-purpose flour 
1egg 
2 containers Betty Crocker™ Rich & Creamy vanilla frosting 
Pink, purple, yellow, green and orange food colors 
 
1.Heat oven to 375°F. In medium bowl, stir cookie mix, butter, flour and 
egg until soft dough forms. 
2. Roll dough 1/4 inch thick on floured surface. Cut out approximately 
100 cookies with 1-inch heart-shaped cookie cutter, rerolling dough as 
necessary. Place 1 inch apart on ungreased cookie sheet. 
3 .Bake 6 to 8 minutes or until edges are set. Cool on cookie sheet 1 mi-
nute. Remove to cooling racks. Cool completely, about 15 minutes. 
4. Meanwhile, divide frosting among 6 small bowls, about 1/3 cup each. 
Using food colors, tint frosting in each bowl a different color, leaving 1 
bowl white. 
5. Working with 1 color at a time, microwavable small bowl of frosting 
uncovered on High 8 to 10 seconds or until thin enough to pour. 
6. Using 2 forks, dip and roll each cookie in melted frosting to cover 
completely, letting excess drip off. Place on cooling rack placed over 
waxed paper to catch drips. Repeat with remaining cookies and colored 
frosting. Let stand at least 3 hours at room temperature until frosting is 
set. Store loosely covered at room temperature. 

 



 

 

 

  

The KSA has created a program to recognize and pro-

mote local businesses that are accessible and supportive 

of all members of the community.  The businesses listed 

here are friendly, accessible, and great to deal with.  

 
Ability Friendly Accessible  Business  

Program 

 

 Horizon Dental Clinic 

 5 Bean Brewbar & Café 

 Brownstone Restaurant 
. 
 

Krystian’s corner 
I got this shirt ‘Born to Be Included’ for Christmas and it looks fantastic. It was giv-

en to me by a family member who got it from a US clothing business that is owned 

by a person with Down Syndrome named Sean. There was a reality tv show about 

people with Down Syndrome having success in their life called Born This Way and 

Sean was a cast member. 

I interviewed a singer named Christine Lee who sings upbeat, feel-good music that 

can make people happy and is fun to listen to.  

There is a kindness and compassion article and a Valentine’s Day article. There is 

also an article about grief support and grief counselling.  

This year is going to be exciting for the KSA.  It is going to be even better.  There 

will be lots of new and interesting articles.  The SPCA will contribute articles every 
second month about animals.   Also, we will be celebrating birthdays and doing an 
interview series about able-bodied actors playing disabled roles.  There are lots of 

articles to look forward to.  I’m already planning for March when we’ll have an in-
terview with an inspiring Columbine survivor. 

The Kamloops  Self Advocate 

The Kamloops Self Advocate Newsletter was founded in September of 2013 and is growing with more advertis-

ers, supporters and readers. The newsletter is online and in print.   

The newsletter serves people with diverse abilities, parents and caregivers, and anyone from the general pub-

lic.  Our goal is  to reduce stigma and to raise awareness so there can be less judgment towards people with all 

abilities.  We also like to have fun as well, so we have  jokes and much more.  

 “One's dignity may be assaulted, vandalized and cruelly mocked, but it can never be taken away unless it is surren-
dered.” 
― Michael J. Fox 
  
“If you're horrible to me, I'm going to write a song about it, and you won't like it. That's how I operate.” 
― Taylor Swift 



 

 

 
 
 
What Do You Think? 
Television and movies are showing more diversity in the stories they 
share.  This includes characters who may have a disability.  We want to 
know what you think about how this is being done!   
 

This month’s thoughts come from Linda Shaw…   
 

What is your opinion about able-bodied actors playing the part of 
someone with a disability?   If there are 2 people applying for the part, 

one disabled and one not, whoever has the most talent should get the part. But never should someone be disqualified just 
because of a disability. In a perfect world, applicants for a role involving a disability part would have a disability them-
selves but ultimately the most talented should get it. The same as if a part called for a black actor, white actors would not 
audition for the part.   
    
How do you think Hollywood should improve disability representation? Disabled people should have the same oppor-
tunities as anyone else. 
 

What do you think of when you see someone playing a disabled role who has a diverse ability?  I think it is great. A 
role is more believable if the part calls for someone with only one leg and you see the actor with a prosthetic limb.   
    
Would you be more willing to watch movies or TV shows with actors who have a disability playing disabled 
roles?  Yes, because it is more authentic.   
    
Do you think highly of movie studios who happen to be inclusive of all their cast members, such as people with di-
verse abilities, LGBTQ, etc.?    
I think they go overboard with portraying the gay factor on TV in every TV show. But if the part calls for a gay part to be 
played or a diverse ability part to be played, it should go to the most talented who have that challenge. I also think when 
playing the part of someone who is gay, that actor should be gay in real life if possible.   

 
What shows or movies do you like that you think represent disabilities in a positive and non-stereotypical way?   The 
Good Doctors. Although his is not autistic himself, the actor portrays the part very well. I’m not sure if an actual person 
with autism could hold up to the demands making a TV show requires. In that case, research is required to play the part 
well without stereotypes.   

Jokes 
 
What do you call the world's 
smallest Valentine’s Day card? 
A valen-teeny. 
 
What did the stamp say to the 
envelope on Valentine’s Day? 

I’m stuck on you! 
 
What did one volcano say to the other? 
I lava you! 
 
How did the phone propose to his girlfriend? 
He gave her a ring. 
 
What did the farmer give his wife for Valentine’s 
Day? 
Hogs and kisses. 
 
What do you say to an octopus on Valentine’s Day? 
I want to hold your hand, hand, hand, hand, hand, hand, 
hand, hand! 
 
What did one bee say to the other?  
I love bee-ing with you, honey! 
 



 

 

 

 

  

 
 
 
   Matters of the Heart               
   By Lisa Coriale 
 
 
 
 

February 14th is not just when we celebrate Valentine’s day, it is connected to other 
matters of the heart as well. It is also Congenital Heart Defect Awareness Day! This is an annual campaign to remember 
and honor everyone born with a heart defect. On this day we also remember families, friends, medical professionals, and 
researchers who work very hard to provide support, care and medical help to those who need it.  
Congenital Heart Defects (CHDs) are conditions that occur at birth which affect the structure of a baby’s heart and the way 
it works. They can affect how the blood flows through the heart and out to the rest of the body. These defects can vary in 
severity. They can range from a small hole in the heart or missing or poorly formed parts of the heart. “According to the 
American Heart Association, congenital heart defects are the most common type of birth defect. CHDs affect 1 out of eve-
ry 100 newborns.” Usually diagnosed during pregnancy, some defects are also diagnosed during childhood or adulthood. 
Treatment for CHDs can vary depending on the severity of the defect. Some do not require surgery; some require several 
surgeries over many years and some defects cannot be fully repaired.  
 
While we are discussing matters of the heart. There are other heart conditions that impact people’s lives. I have had the 
pleasure of knowing my friend Coleman Molnar who has Atrial Fibrillation (A-Fib). This condition involves an abnormal 
heart rhythm (arrhythmia) which is the rapid and irregular beating of the heart. “Basically, sometimes my heart goes into a 
funky rhythm—more like a random jungle beat than a steady ‘lub-dub’—which can make me feel lightheaded and sick in 
other ways, but also puts me at risk for a stroke if I stay in that rhythm,” said Coleman. Having grown up in Merritt, BC, 
Coleman took journalism at Thompson Rivers University before moving to Toronto to start his career. Presently, he is in 
Merritt doing renovations on his first home with his partner in life and business. As a writer, journalist and marketer, Cole-
man works primarily online for clients across Canada, writing about cars, style, politics, and music to help brands and busi-
nesses tell their stories. In his spare time, he enjoys exercising and is training for his first triathlon in April. 
 
A-Fib comes with its challenges for Coleman limiting the activities he can do or what he can consume. When he goes into 
A-Fib he sometimes can take a pill to normalize his heartbeat. “Otherwise, I have to go into a hospital within 24 hours of 
noticing it, get anaesthetized and shocked with defibrillators back into my normal rhythm…not something I particularly 
enjoy, though it doesn’t usually hurt and I always get great care,” he said. There are specific triggers that Coleman experi-
ences such as stress and dehydration, “So, I drink tonnes of water and always try to stay mindful and healthy to help man-
age my stress.” Coleman also told me that people used to call it “holiday heart” because they would get it when they were 
on holiday, not sleeping properly, probably eating and drinking a bit too much. Living with A-Fib can be frustrating and 
debilitating but according to Coleman, people can live full and active lives by staying positive, drinking lots of water, exer-
cising and getting a fair amount of rest. For all the people whose lives are challenged by different abilities and health con-
ditions, Coleman’s message can remind us “to stay positive at all times and remember that, even when I’m [we’re] sick, 
I’m [we’re] still very lucky.” 
https://ctsurgerypatients.org/february-health-observances#:~:text=February%2014%20is%20Congenital%20Heart,by%
20children%20with%20heart%20defects. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atrial_fibrillation 

 

Birthday Column 
 
Chris Rock February 7, 1965 Comedi-
an and Actor with a Non-Verbal Learn-
ing Disorder  
Michael Jordon February 17, 1963 Re-
tired Professional Basketball player with 
ADHD  
Josh Groban February 27, 1981 Singer 
with ADHD  

https://ctsurgerypatients.org/february-health-observances#:~:text=February%2014%20is%20Congenital%20Heart,by%20children%20with%20heart%20defects
https://ctsurgerypatients.org/february-health-observances#:~:text=February%2014%20is%20Congenital%20Heart,by%20children%20with%20heart%20defects
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atrial_fibrillation


 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Listen to Your Dreams 
 

Meet Christine Lee, a teen synthpop and pop rock original recording artist from Arizona, 
USA.   
 

What do you like about singing music?  
I like how the fans react to a good song during a live performance. When a song has a great 
beat or melody, you can see the audience moving and dancing to the beat. Sometimes, fans 
will message me about how one of my song's made their day or made them feel better when 
they were sad. Comments like these give me a sense of purpose and inspiration as a musician. 
I see music as an extension of who I am as a person, and as a way to touch the heart and soul 
of someone else. 
 
How did you start your music career? 
That is a long story. Though I started playing the piano when I was five years old, I didn't fo-

cus on music too much, because I was really into figure skating, taekwondo, and ballet. During a skating tournament, a 
talent agent spotted me and asked if I wanted to audition for commercial acting and modeling. I ended up doing some 
acting and modeling in Los Angeles. I danced in a few music videos, which gave me the idea to get serious with music. I 
took singing, piano, guitar, and bass lessons. At 11 years old, I recorded my first original track Cool Feeling. We got 
ripped off by a music video producer for that song. He took our $5000 and ran off. Hollywood is full of scam artists. We 
learned a big lesson. To save the video project, my dad learned how to cast and produce a music video really fast. He 
hired a professional cameraman, came up with some ideas, and off we were filming on location in Malibu and Newport 
Beach. He hired a stunt skateboarder and a surfer, and even rented a convertible Porsche for the scenes. It was a blast! 
 
Good thing that my dad is a musician too. He used the bad experience as motivation to make his own recording studio. 
He learned how to produce songs from a few Hollywood recording engineers. As we hired production companies to 
make my videos, he learned the tricks of the trade - everything from coming up with the storylines, to casting the actors 
and dancers, to lighting, and finding locations where to shoot the video. It was a lot of work for my dad, but in the end it 
paid off. It can cost $2000 - $15,000 to professionally record a song and produce a music video for it. Now we can do it 
all for free, or at least cheap. 
 
What do you enjoy about making music?  
When I write, compose, and produce a song, I have to know so many things such as music theory, expression, playing 
techniques, and how to take advantage of all the musical technology. I get a lot of help from my vocal coaches, guitar 
instructors, and my dad who happens to be a Hollywood producer and recording engineer. I like how I get to learn from 
some of the top people in the music industry. For example, I have been able to work with Tim Pierce, who was a session 
guitarist for Miley Cyrus, Demi Lovato, Madonna, and Michael Jackson. I also got to work with Tom Weir, a Grammy 
Award winning recording engineer in Studio City. 
 
When did you start your music career? 
I started playing the piano when I was 5 years old. I started vocal lessons at 10, and soon afterwards began to take bass 
and guitar lessons. I recorded my first song and made the music video for it when I was 11 years old. 
  
What are your hobbies and interests besides singing music?  
I love figure skating, scuba diving, and indoor skydiving at iFly. We actually produced a skating music video to one of 
my songs, 'Listen to Your Dreams'. It's about never giving up on your dream and getting up each time after you fall 
down. These were lessons I actually learned as a figure skater. I wanted to use my experience to inspire other young 
people. 
Where do you live?  
I have a home in Arizona but do all of my studio work and music video production in Southern California, United 
States. 
What is the One Track Mind music video on YouTube about? 
One Track Mind is about meeting someone special and being so hooked that you can't think of anyone else. It is about 
daydreaming of that big crush who took your heart away. 
 
What made you want to make your music upbeat and positive? 
I love making happy and upbeat music because that is how I feel inside. I think there is a lot of negative music out there 
today. So many songs made by teenagers are full of four-letter words and sexually explicit lyrics. Some songs glorify 
violence or skipping school. Many of the songs just sound violent and angry. I want to make cool hip songs that are 
clean and fun.           Continued on next page 
  
 



 

 

Listen to Your Dreams continued  
 

What other music videos do you like? 
I like Mackenzie Ziegler's 'Breathe' music video, and Olivia Rodrigo's 'All I Want' music video. 
 
What other music videos do you have on YouTube? 
Some of my other upbeat videos on YouTube are 'Superstar' and 'Take It Up'. I also have a slow inspiration song called 
'Listen to Your Dream'. I figure skate on that music video. Before I got deep into music production, I was really into 
skating. I wanted to represent the U.S. on the National Team in the Olympics, but a back injury forced me to quit skat-
ing. I felt  
empty and lost for some time after my skating career ended. I am so glad I had music to fall back on. 
 
Can people buy your music in Canada and internationally? 
Yes, my songs are available worldwide on most digital stores, including Spotify, iTunes, and Amazon. 
 
How can people find you online? 
Check out my website christineleemusic.com or my Instagram @christineleeofficial. 

 
 

 

February is Heart Month 
Heart month is a time to highlight the importance of cardiovascular health and to provide edu-
cation about the prevention and risk factors of heart disease.   
 
Heart disease refers to several different conditions that can affect the functions and structure 
of the heart, enabling it from working properly. According to the Government of Canada, ap-
proximately 2.4 million Canadian adults are affected by heart disease, and it is the second 

leading cause of death in the country.  
 
The key to preventing heart disease is knowing the risk factors, and how to minimize them to take care of your heart 
health. There are some risk factors that we cannot control, such as age, sex, nationality, or other underlying health condi-
tions, however, there are lifestyle factors that we can control, such as: 
  

Unhealthy diets 
Physical inactivity  
Unhealthy weight 
Smoking  
Stress 
Excessive alcohol or drug use  

 

To reduce the risks of heart disease we need to make healthy lifestyle choices, including eating a healthy and balanced 
diet, exercising regularly, getting enough rest, maintain a healthy weight, reducing stress in our lives, quit smoking, and 
quit or cut back on alcohol consumption.  
 

The Heart and Stroke Foundation has more information on heart disease, prevention and risk factors, as well as tools and 
resources that can help you with making healthy lifestyle choices to reduce your risk. You can visit the website at  
Heart and Stroke Foundation of Canada | Home 
(image taken from Heart and Stroke Foundation of Canada website) 
 
Visit our Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/TheKamloopsSelfAdvocateisgoingglobal, or send us an e-mail at 
thekamloopsselfadvocate@yahoo.com if you don’t use Facebook,  and comment on our heart month post to tell us what 
you are doing to reduce your risk of heart disease. We will enter your name in a draw to win a ‘Heart Healthy’ give 
away.  

 
A fun science centre for your group, family, class, 
or special event. 
 
Hands-on Exhibits / Shows 
Interactive Programs 
Robotics Club and more! 
 
Accessible. 
Contact us to book a visit: 250-554-2572 
Blscs.org 
Covid protocols apply. 

http://christineleemusic.com/
https://www.heartandstroke.ca/?utm_campaign=W21_Prism_EN&utm_medium=SEM&utm_source=Bing&utm_content=Masterbrand_Brand_EN&utm_term=theheartandstrokefoundation&&utm_source=bing&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Masterbrand%20-%20Brand%20-%20EN&utm_term=the%20%2Bheart
https://www.facebook.com/TheKamloopsSelfAdvocateisgoingglobal
mailto:thekamloopsselfadvocate@yahoo.com


 

 

 

 
   What’s Your Grief? 
    By Krystian 
 
I had the pleasure of interviewing Litsa Williams who has a master’s degree in  
Philosophy  and social work.. She now specializes in grief counselling. She is the pro-
gram director and co-founder with Eleanor Haley of whatsyourgrief.com. The follow-
ing has been transcribed from her audio interview.   
  

Thank you Krystian for wanting to include us in your newsletter and for wanting to 
highlight grief.   
 
What prompted you to specialize in grief counselling? 
It came about by accident at first.  I went to school to become a social worker. While 
working in social work and homeless services, as well as juveniles in foster care and 
the justice system, I came across many who were dealing with grief and loss. 
 Grief does not just mean losing someone in death, but non death losses. I lost my dad 
when I was 18, then in my 20’s, my sister’s boyfriend died of a drug overdose, so I 
knew how important grief was so decided to specialize in it.  
 

How many years have you been practicing as a counselor?  
I have been a grief counsellor now for almost 12 years now.   
 

How did you come up with the idea for your website? How did the co-founders meet? 
In terms of our website and how we came up with that, Eleanor and I met working for a grief organization providing sup-
port for people who were grieving. People interested were many miles away and couldn’t come to the office due to dis-
tance and some people don’t want to do things in person. There’s lots of ways of coping with grief without have one on 
one sessions. So, we looked on the website to see what we could find that would be helpful but couldn’t find what we 
thought was important For them to know. So, we decided to start our own website. We started with a blog at first. We 
wanted to see if it would resonate with people and it really did. It grew over the years. It’s become something we never 
could have imagined, which is wonderful.   
 

What made you think about working in mental health? 
What made me decide to work in mental health came later too. I took courses in philosophy but then decided I wanted to 
do what would really help people. Philosophy and grief counselling are surprisingly close together. With our mental 
health, we are learning to cope and live in this world to create meaningful lives that work for us. And philosophy is about 
similar things. Figuring out how to live in the world with important and meaningful way to bring us joy and contentment. 
So, I went back to school to get a second master’s degree that allowed me to be a social worker and therapist and special-
ize in grief.   
 

How can people support people a friend when grieving? 
You can support a friend when grieving by being there to support them and don’t try to fix their grief. Never say look on 
the bright side, he lived a good life. At that moment, people just need you to be present with their pain, not necessarily 
look for the silver lining. It’s knowing that you will be there for them by being a good listener. And be there for the long 
term, not just the first month or so. Make sure you check in on them on days that will be hard for them like birthdays or 
holidays.   
 

What are some daily things we can do for ourselves to keep in good mental health? 
There are lots of things we can do to protect our mental health. Use coping skills that have worked for you in the past.  
Always try to build on those in the future. One way is with PERMA.  
 
P is positive emotion, e.g., watching funny Youtube videos.   
E is for engagement, e.g. doing something enjoyable where you lose tract of time.  
R is for relationships. Connect with people that are meaningful for you, not necessarily in person. It can be through a text 
or online.   
M is meaning. Do anything that you find  meaningful. It could be prayer, meditation, or volunteer work just to name a 
few. 
A is accomplishment. Do something that you feel accomplishment when doing. It can be something small like checking 
off an activity off a check list.  
 
Doing something on that list of PERMA everyday can really boost our wellbeing.   
 
            Continued on next page  



 

 

What’s Your Grief continued  
 

What do you want people to know about grief, re-grieving and the 5 stages of grief? 
The first thing we want people to know about the 5 stages of grief is that the 5 stages of grief were not developed for those 
who lost someone in death but rather for those who received a terminal illness who are dying themselves. But later the 5 
stages were adapted to people who are dealing with a loss. Research has shown the 5 stages of grief do not fit for most peo-
ple. If your grief does not fit the 5 stages, that is normal. Some people think that grief is time sensitive and we recover from 
it and move on. Not so. We grieve in one way or another forever. It’s a natural way for feeling a sense of loss. Loss stays 
with us so grief stays with us. It is not a bad thing. Our comforting memories are part of our grief too. We would not want 
to stop that. There are things painful about our loss, but some things are comforting as well. We may experience re-
grieving a loss. What re-grieving a loss means is when we get to another stage in our life, we may revisit that loss. We will 
think about it in new ways or different ways, which can bring up new grief feelings years down the road. This can occur for 
children and adults. This is also normal.   
 

What kind of online courses do you have and who can take them? 
We have many online courses dealing with grief. We have one-on-one courses to better understand grief. We have some 
creative expression courses, exploring grief through journaling or photography to help people use creativity to tap into their 
grief. We also have webinars about practical things like sorting through a loved one’s belongings. Or about preparing for 
holidays and special days after a loss. We have a big range of online courses. Anyone can take our online courses. Courses 
are very affordable, but we never want cost to be a barrier. If cost is a factor, e-mail us to set something up that is afforda-
ble to you. We also have some courses that are free. We also have a course to help someone who has lost a loved one due 
to Covid 19. 
 

What are some grief coping tools? 
Tools for grief are such things as journaling, art and photography. That’s why we have courses to help people use those 
methods. Reading and learning about grief can also be helpful.  
 

How can people find you online? 
You can find our website online at www.whatsyourgrief.com. We also have a podcast at what’s your grief. You can also e-
mail me at litsa@whatsyourgrief.com   
 

 

 Introduction to the BC SPCA Kamloops & District Branch    
Happy February everyone!  

Please allow me to begin by introducing myself. My name is Ashley Fontaine, I am the Community 

Engagement Manager for the BC SPCA Kamloops & District Branch. I am so pleased to be able to 

contribute to the Kamloops Self Advocate on a bi-monthly basis to tell you all about what’s happening 

at the animal center.  

The BC SPCA Kamloops & District Branch is one of 44 BC SPCA locations across the province serving sick, neglected, 

abused, and homeless animals. We are also home to one of two BC SPCA Spay and Neuter Clinics. The BC SPCA is a not

-for-profit organization that relies primarily on community donations to help animals in need. Many people are familiar 

with our work in cruelty investigations and animal adoptions, however the BC SPCA provides many more resources, pro-

grams, and services that aim to educate and assist the community at large, and all of our furry friends, big and small – I 

can’t wait to tell you all about them!  

At the heart of all the work that we do at the BC SPCA is advocacy (so we have something in common). We advocate for 

animal rights and freedoms: 

1. Freedom from hunger and thirst 

2. Freedom from pain, injury and disease 

3. Freedom from distress 

4. Freedom from discomfort  

5. Freedom to express behaviors that promote well-being  

 

Our Mission – To protect and enhance the quality of life for domestic, 

farm, and wild animals in British Columbia.  

Stay tuned for more information and stories from the BC SPCA Kam-

loops & District Branch!  

 

For more information please visit our website BC SPCA | The B.C. 

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals 

 

 

mailto:litsa@what%E2%80%99syourgrief.com
https://spca.bc.ca/
https://spca.bc.ca/


 

 

 
White Cane Week & the CNIB Guide Dogs 
Program 
By Ben 
 
White Cane Week is the first full week of February.  Dur-
ing this week, we do fun events including open house 

lunches and having a range of guest speakers who talk about different topics like the CNIB Guide Dogs program.  
  
The CNIB Guide Dogs program is geared toward all individuals who have no or limited vision.  It does not cost anything 
to get a guide dog and the program pays for vet bills and food as well.  There is no cost to the individual unless they 
choose to donate. 
  
To apply to the program, you have to qualify with the following: 
  
Am I 16 or older? 
Do I have sight loss that limits my orientation and mobility? 
Do I have a lifestyle where I would benefit from the use of a guide dog and be able to maintain the necessary skills for 
working with a guide dog? 
Am I willing to trust my guide dog, even if he/she chooses a slightly different path? 
Do I have a safe and welcoming home environment for a guide dog? 
Am I ready for the responsibility of caring for a guide dog? 
Am I physically capable of caring for a guide dog? 
Am I prepared for the attention that a guide dog will bring while working in public? 
The training for guide dogs with its new owner starts when the dog is 4-6 months old and takes 12-14 months to complete. 
To apply for the program, you must contact Miriam Mas at 343-997-2498 for more information. 

 
 
Eco Tip 
Hello everyone! Welcome back to a new Eco Tip. For this new round of eco tips, we are going to 
start with talking about shampoo alternatives. 
 

Why do we care?  Well, according to Unwrapped Life, "...more than 552 million shampoo bottles 
could be ending up in landfills every year; the number of shampoo bottles thrown out in the United 
States every year could fill 1,164 football fields; and only 1 in 5 people consistently recycle items 

from the bathroom."  To read more about this, you can go to the Unwrapped Life blog post titled The Case for Plastic-
Free Shampoo and Conditioner in 2019.  
 

So, what can we do?  Ditch the bottles and use shampoo and conditioner bars. Shampoo bars are pretty cool! They are 
concentrated shampoo, so you don't need to use as much as you might with a liquid shampoo. You simply get the bar wet 
and then rub it a few times onto your hands or into your hair and work the product like you would with a liquid shampoo 
and conditioner. It does take a little while to figure out how much is enough for your hair and to get used to it. 
  

The bars seem more expensive, but they last a long time if you make sure they stay dry after each use.  
The other thing is finding the right one for your hair. You may have to try a few different bars to find the one that is best 
for you. At Our Footprints Eco Store and Refillery in Kamloops, they have Unwrapped Life and Bottle None shampoo and 
conditioner bars. You can also find Soapworks shampoo and conditioner bar at Nature's Fare and Bulk Barn. 
  

But, maybe shampoo bars aren't your thing, so what can you do? At Our Footprints they also have liquid products, which 
you can either buy a in bottle from the shop and refill that bottle when needed, or you can take a bottle you already have 
and fill it up. It's a great option, too. All you have to do if you are taking a bottle to get filled is get them to weigh the emp-
ty bottle and then they will take the empty weight off of the full weight when you are ready to pay, so you just pay for the 
cost of the shampoo. 
 

Before trying to switch anything though, it's always important to use up what you already have.  Making small steps is a 
great option. If shampoo bars and alternative shampoos aren't something you can try right now, that's okay. Maybe try 
something inexpensive and easy to start. In past Eco Tips, we talked about reusing bags that you already have for grocery 
shopping, or having reusable water bottles instead of single use ones.  Just take things one step at a time. Every step counts 
no matter how small it may seem.  
 

“Do what you can, with what you’ve got, where you are.”  
~Squire Bill Widener 



 

 

 
KINDNESS AND COMPASSION INTERVIEW WITH  
STACI PICKLYK 
By Lisa 
Can you tell me a little bit about yourself? 
I have been happily married to my best friend for 24 years. I am mom to 2 teen 
girls. I am relentlessly curious, have strong nerdy tendencies and occasionally 
like to make things. 
 
What do you do for a living?  
I work part time as a sales/technical support assistant at my husband's IT com-
pany.  
 
What does kindness and compassion for yourself and others mean to you?  
To me, kindness means taking time to pay attention to where a person is com-
ing from. It is learning to understand the reason why they make their choices 
before forming an opinion. It is about being available and willing to help out 

when help is needed/wanted. And sometimes, it is about addressing hard things, even though I really don't like conflict. I 
am really hard on myself. But I'm learning that it's much easier to extend grace to others if I extend it to myself first. I need 
to give myself permission to make mistakes and move on instead of beating myself up over them. 
 
Why is it important to show kindness and compassion to others? 
Because kindness allows us to connect with one another. It recognizes that we're all imperfect, in need and are loved any-
way. It gets our attention away from the endless abyss that our navels become if we spend too much time gazing into them 
and gives us a chance to make a positive difference in others' lives. 
 
How do you show kindness and compassion to others?  
For me, it's mostly a mindset that occasionally reveals itself in action. I'm still working on the action part as I tend to 
overthink things. I'm learning to expand my field of view as I go about my daily life -- to really see the people around me. 
Then if there is something I could/should do, I do it. 
 
How can people show compassion when they are in community? 
I feel like it's a natural extension of how we show kindness as individuals/to individuals. However, sometimes kindness in 
community requires some sacrifice on the part of individuals for the greater community good. It's a tough balance to man-
age.  
 
What are some ways people can show kindness and compassion to people with diverse abilities? 
I think it's much the same as my answer to question 3. Do not assume you know what they need. Be ok with not knowing, 
and channel that into a desire to get to know people and meet with them in their life experience. Be humble and teachable 
instead of patronizing. 
 
When we think about being kind to ourselves, it involves all areas of our lives, including the physical, emotional, 
and mental pieces. How can people keep their mental health in shape? 
Honestly, I'm still figuring that one out. My faith is big part of my own mental health maintenance. I'd suggest that if 
you're struggling, don't wait to get help. Outside of mental illness, I think that figuring out what works for you is going to 
be unique.  
 
What does be kind to yourself look like? 
I'm still learning how to be kind to myself. I've learned that I tend to extend the expectations I have for myself to others, so 
it's been a motivation to cut myself some slack. I'm learning to focus on coming up with strategies and solutions for my 
shortcomings instead of seeing my mistakes as deep character flaws. Parenting my kids has helped me with perspective on 
this. So often, I would be coaching them through a struggle, telling them that mistakes are learning opportunities and feel 
like such a hypocrite because I don't do the same. 
 
What would you say to those people who have negative views or attitude towards people with diverse abilities? 
"Get over yourself"? OK, maybe that's not the best approach. But really, I think they just need to chill and be ok with peo-
ple being different and some of the awkwardness that can happen in those kinds of interactions. Sometimes, too, I think 
that negative attitudes can come from fear of being uncomfortable with the unknown. Which brings me back to my origi-
nal - if untactful - response. It's not about you. Instead of focusing on how you feel, put that effort into getting to know 
someone different from you. 



 

 

Valentine’s Day 
By Krystian 
February 14th is Valentine’s Day. Even though it’s a day celebrating 
love, this day is not just for lovers, it can also be for friends, family, 
and even pets. People can celebrate Valentine’s Day in various 
ways. For example, going to a fancy restaurant, buying chocolates 
or candy hearts, treating themselves to a nice dinner, buying Valen-
tine’s Day gifts, sending roses, and giving Valentine’s Day cards.  
Basically, it is a day for love, no matter if you are single or in a rela-
tionship. It is a day to say, “I love you.” It’s also a special time to 
relax and reward each other because you love and appreciate each 
other.   
 
According to https://www.timeanddate.com/holidays/common/

valentine-day, 
“The origins of Valentine's Day are not clear but many sources believe that it stems from the story of St Valentine, a Ro-
man priest who was martyred on or around February 14 in the year 270 CE. How he became the patron saint of lovers 
remains a mystery, but one theory is that the church used the day of St Valentine’s martyrdom to Christianize the old 
Roman Lupercalia, a pagan festival held around the middle of February.” 
 
There is a city in Texas with a perfect name for the holiday. If you are looking for the place in the United States with the 
most holiday spirit, don't expect to find it in any big city. In fact, the most love-struck town of all is none other than Val-
entine, Texas, which get its name from the popular saint. Don't drive through it too quickly though, or you might miss it 
— the town only has a population of 125, according to 2018 numbers. 
 
Did you know X's and O's didn't always mean kisses and hugs? It's believed that signing with an X comes from the Mid-
dle Ages, when an X was used in the place of a signature because many people couldn't read or write, according to The 
Knot. It also was a Christian symbol that represented the cross, and the idea is that the history of Christians kissing stat-
ues of Christ or kissing the bible led to X getting its meaning as a modern-day kiss. 
https://ca.style.yahoo.com/10-things-didnt-know-valentines-194608298.html 
 

Pink Shirt Day Story  
Now a movement celebrated across the globe, Pink Shirt Day has humble beginnings. Inspired by an act of kindness in 
small-town Nova Scotia, CKNW Kids' Fund, working with partners Boys & Girls Clubs and 980 CKNW, was inspired 
to raise funds to support anti-bullying programs. Here is a snippet of an article detailing the original incident: 
  
“David Shepherd, Travis Price and their teenage friends organized a high-school protest to wear pink in sympathy with a 
Grade 9 boy who was being bullied [for wearing a pink shirt]…[They] took a stand against bullying when they protested 
against the harassment of a new Grade 9 student by distributing pink T-shirts to all the boys in their school. ‘I learned 
that two people can come up with an idea, run with it, and it can do wonders,’ says Mr. Price, 17, who organized the 
pink protest. ‘Finally, someone stood up for a weaker kid.’ So Mr. Shepherd and some other headed off to a discount 
store and bought 50 pink tank tops. They sent out message to schoolmates that night, and the next morning they hauled 
the shirts to school in a plastic bag. As they stood in the foyer handing out the shirts, the bullied boy walked in. His face 
spoke volumes. ‘It looked like a huge weight was lifted off his shoulders,’ Mr. Price recalled. The bullies were never 
heard from again.” 
— GLOBE & MAIL 
  
After David and Travis’ act of kindness in 2007, CKNW was inspired to help other youth affected by bullying, with 
many staff members wearing pink shirts and collecting funds to support Boys and Girls Clubs. Since then, the idea has 
only grown each year, with worldwide support and participation. Countries across the globe are now organizing anti-
bullying fundraisers of their own, including Japan, New Zealand, China, Panama, and numerous others. In fact, last year 
alone, people in almost 180 countries shared their support of Pink Shirt Day through social media posts and donations. 
On February 24, 2021, we encourage everyone to practice kindness and wear pink to symbolize that you do not tolerate 
bullying.  
Taken from pinkshirtday.ca 
 

https://www.timeanddate.com/holidays/common/valentine-day
https://www.timeanddate.com/holidays/common/valentine-day
https://www.theknot.com/content/xoxo-meaning
https://www.theknot.com/content/xoxo-meaning
https://ca.style.yahoo.com/10-things-didnt-know-valentines-194608298.html


 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BCPF Conference 2021 
Rights & Wellness – Free to Be Me 

Join us February 25th and 26th, 2021 for a series of online (Zoom) workshops BY 
self-advocates FOR self-advocates. 

 
Register on Eventbrite (www.eventbrite.com) to get access to all the workshops and presentations. You can 
attend one, a few, or all of the presentations - it's your choice. Tickets are free for all self-advocates and 
people with disabilities in British Columbia.  The Zoom Login Links for the presentations will be emailed to 
you the week of the conference (on Feb 22nd).  
Our rights and wellness are connected! At BCPF, we get lots of questions about human rights, how to use 
technology, how to run a self-advocate group, about advocacy help, how to stay positive, plus more. We want 
to answer people's questions and help people learn as much as we can. All the presentations at our confer-
ence are taught by self-advocates with expert experience and amazing skills to share.  
 
For more information, go to:  

BCPF Conference 2021: Rights & Wellness - Free To Be Me Tickets, Thu, Feb 25, 2021 at 10:00 AM | Eventbrite  
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/bcpf-conference-2021-rights-wellness-free-to-be-me-tickets-135599462643 

 

Watch for the KSA Documentary! 
 
Lydia Frederick from Shaw TV is making a documentary about my newsletter. She will be doing interviews with peo-
ple about the newsletter to give different perspectives about our focus on disability awareness, success stories and in-
clusion for all. I am so excited to see the final video uploaded to YouTube. I will share the clip as soon as its uploaded.  

http://www.eventbrite.com/
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/bcpf-conference-2021-rights-wellness-free-to-be-me-tickets-135599462643
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/bcpf-conference-2021-rights-wellness-free-to-be-me-tickets-135599462643
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/bcpf-conference-2021-rights-wellness-free-to-be-me-tickets-135599462643

